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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: SEPHTON, MATTHEW

Age if under 18: OVER 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 6 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: M SEPHTON Date: 12/12/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

On Friday 3rd November 2017 I provided an account to Police Investigator Neil FRETWELL and

Detective Constable Roxanne DAWE at HAMMERSMITH Fire Station regarding the Grenfell Fire also

present was my union representative Michael NICHOLAS.

This statement will detail my actions as a Crew Manager (CM) at GRENFELL TOWER FIRE from 13th

June -14th June 2017. In this statement I will mention my role and duties as a Crew Manager (CM) during

13th - 14th June, I will also mention other colleagues who I was with during this time and any residents I

had interaction with.

I am currently a Crew Manager (CM) for the London Fire Brigade (LFB) and have been since I joined the

service on 01/08/1994. For the first eighteen (18) months of my service I was posted to CHISWICK Fire

Station. In 1996 I moved to NORTH KENSINGTON Fire Station where I was based until 2008. During

the twelve (12) years I was based at NORTH KENSINGTON I was promoted to Crew Manager (CM). In

2008 I moved to FELTHAM Fire Station where I was based for six (6) years as a Crew Manager. In 2014

I moved to HAMMERSMITH Fire Station where I am currently based as a Crew Manager (CM).

I was familiar with the GRENFELL TOWER due to working at NORTH KENSINGTON for twelve (12)

years of my career. I was based there until 2008 which was prior to any building renovations to the

building. I have also been deployed to GRENFELL TOWER during my service at HAMMERSMITH to

assist NORTH KENSINGTON fire crews with deployments. I would estimate that I had been into
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GRENFELL TOWER between ten (10) and twenty (20) times prior to my attendance on the night of the

recent fire. I can recall that in 1998 I attended a fire within GRENFELL TOWER. A call came in for us to

attend an AFA - Automatic Fire Alarm activation, I had been to many at the tower however this is the

only time I had attended an AFA and there had been an actual fire. When we arrived at the tower the

alarm system was sounding and every detector head had been activated on each of the floors. We

discovered that the fire was within the Nursery inside the tower. I recall that the fire had spread into the

bin chute which had caused the smoke to rise and smoke logged every floor. It was either a four (4) or six

(6) pump fire on that occasion.

Due to my previous experience firefighting within GRENFELL TOWER I knew where the lifts were

positioned, stairwells and the dry risers. However I was aware that in the last few years there had been a

refurbishment to the GRENFELL TOWER which had meant the layout of the building had changed and it

had become more complicated. New electronic doors had been fitted and it was very open on the bottom

few floors with glass everywhere. They had completely remodelled the bottoms few floors to create a new

lobby with a big glass atrium and new community rooms on the lower floors. I believe that the

refurbishment had only been completed last year. During my time based at HAMMERSMITH I have

never been on a section 7 (2)d familiarisation visit to GRENFELL TOWER or to any other similar high-

rise blocks in the area.

On Wednesday 14th June 2017 I had been on a nightshift in HAMMERSMITH Fire Station. I was status

1 - (at the fire station) in my bed resting when at around 01:15hrs I was aware that the other crew based at

HAMMERSMITH was on a shout call but I did not know it was a fire at GRENFELL TOWER. A short

while later a second call came into our fire station requesting for our second pump, appliance G361 to

attend the GRENFELL TOWER. I was aware that the fire had been upgraded to a six (6) pump fire. Our

appliance was a pump- ladder appliance with five (5) fire fighters, myself, the Crew Manager (CM), Paul

WATSON the Watch Manager (WM), Mark BRODERICK, Ben FELTON and the driver Patrick

MURRAY.

I was not aware of any information about the call whilst on route to the fire. We drove towards

GRENFELL TOWER, approaching from the south of the tower. We headed into ROYAL CRESCENT,

into ST ANNS ROAD and into GRENFELL ROAD/BOMORE ROAD. We had come to difficulties

when heading to the Tower due to gas mains works and a partial road closure on ST ANNS ROAD. We

had to turn the fire engine around and take another route.
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As we approached around 01:20hrs. We parked up on GRENFELL ROAD junction with BOMORE

ROAD. I have marked on a map the location of where we parked our fire appliance (G361 ), the main

entrance to GRENFELL TOWER and the location of the fire. I have signed and dated this map and

produce it as my exhibit MS/01.

On arrival we were ordered by Paul WATSON to rig in our BA - Breathing Apparatus sets. I put on my

BA kit and took the Halligan bar (enforcer) and sledge hammer from the appliance. We then started

walking towards the tower. Due to approaching from the south side we could not actually see the fire until

we walked around the tower and to the entrance of the building.

On approaching the building our Watch Manager Paul WATSON stopped and spoke to the incident

commander, Mike DOWDEN who was standing just outside of the GRENFELL TOWER. There was a

discussion around resources and how many pumps to make the fire. I continued to walk towards the

tower. At this point I could now see the fire. When I stood facing the main entrance the fire was to the

right of the building, directly opposite the leisure centre. It looked like a small narrow pencil line of fire

which was starting at the fourth (4th) floor spreading up to the top of the building on the outside. When I

looked at the fire I thought how it was unusual to see a fire spreading so high. My concern was that the

fire was going to start going through each window of each floor and into the flats where the residents may

have been.

As I went into the building I was directed to go to the fifth (5th) floor and to firefight from the

floor above where the fire had started along with Mark BRODRICK (G36) and Ben BRODERICK (G33).

Ben BRODERICK was based at KENSINGTON Fire Station. I put my BA set on and went through the

lobby and towards the stairs. I do not recall hearing any fire alarms. I remember thinking that there were

not any residents leaving and that the lobby area was eerily quiet at that point. I did not see any sprinkler

system.

We walked to the entry control point and gave our tallies to the person who was collecting them. I was

then told by Brian O'KEEFE to fire fight on the fifth (5th) floor. I was aware that the original tire had

started on the fourth (4th) floor. I could see that the crew before us had taken the hose up. We walked up

the stairwell and followed the hose from the fourth (4th) floor to the fifth (5th) floor. The stairwell door

had been wedged open by the hose. The hose was attached to the dry riser on the fourth (4th) floor and it

was charged with water. The three (3) of us followed the hose into the flat. It was flat twenty-six (26)
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which was the flat directly above the flat where the fire had started on the fourth (4th) floor. Mark

BRODRICK was in front and leading with Ben BRODERICK next and me at the back. Upon reaching

the fifth (5th) floor we could not see a thing as it was pitch black from the smoke. I could not see anything

in front of me and the only way I can describe it is as though you had a bag covering your whole head. It

was the thickest, darkest smoke I had ever seen. In the lift lobby areas to the entrance of the flats there

were no lights on and I could not see any emergency lights. The stairwell had started to become smoke

logged due to the smoke in the tower not being ventilated at all and some of the doors leading to the

stairwells being left open. There was a lift for fire fighters to use however it was not working so we were

all using the stairwell for access. There was only one stairwell for the firefighters and the residents to use.

The stairwell was around a meter and a half wide, maybe two (2) meters at the most. You could pass a

person on the stairs without difficulty.

As we entered the flat we walked into what I believe must have been the internal hallway of the flat. The

thick black smoke meant I could not see where I was. It was very, very hot in the flat. I was aware that we

did not have an emergency crew behind us. We could not find the fire. I was at the back and could not see

the fire at all. I then said to Mark lets go back down and do a rekey of the floor below so that we knew

where everything is on each floor. The three (3) of us made our way back out of flat twenty-six (26) and

into the lobby, I could not see anything and it was very disorientating. The three (3) of us ended up going

through a door which we thought led to the stairwell however, we found ourselves in the bin chute

cupboard. The bin chute was completely smoke free and had light, we turned around and then went back

towards the stairwell. We tried to keep the doors closed on the stairwell to try and stop the spread of the

smoke. I have marked on a plan of the fifth (5th) floor a hand drawn plan as I remembered it and the route

we took into flat 26. I have signed and dated this plan and produce it as my exhibit MS/02.

Eventually we made our way down to the fourth (4th) floor. We looked around the fourth (4th) floor to

gauge the layout and get our bearings. We then went into the flat where the fire had originated from, flat

16. We went into the kitchen and saw where the fire had started and had been extinguished. I did not

notice anything unusual about this flat or where the fire had been extinguished in the kitchen.

With a better understanding of the layout we walked back towards the stairwell and back up to the fifth

(5th) floor Whilst walking up the flight of stairs I found a LFB Thermal Image Camera (TIC). This type of

camera will show the heat source and where it originates from.
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The heat source will show up on the screen in white. I took the camera with me. We made our way back

to flat twenty-six (26). I could feel straight away that the heat was more intense and even hotter than

when we had last been inside. I switched the camera on and pointed it forwards, the whole screen turned

white from the intense heat of the room, this meant it was useless in assisting us to locate the actual fire

We were slowly and carefully searching for the fire when Mark's low pressure warning started to sound. I

said to Mark and Ben that we should leave and go and change our cylinders and return and try again. I did

not ever see the fire when I was on the fifth (5th) floor.

I walked down to the entry control point and collected my tally. We went outside the tower to the front

entrance to swap our cylinders on our BA sets. When outside I looked up and I could see that the whole

of the top floors were alight from around the seventeenth (17) floor upwards. I thought about how it was

disorientating being inside in such thick smoke without knowing the layout of the floors. Looking at the

scale of the fire and knowing that more and more fire fighters from all over LONDON would be arriving

to assist I decided I needed to draw a plan of the layout so that the fire fighters were not going in blind. I

told Mark and Ben that I was going back to the appliance to get a Forward Information Board (FIB). This

is a white board on which you can draw plans. The first appliance I got to was locked, I went to the next

one and that didn't have a FIB. Eventually on one of the appliances I found a FM.

I walked back to the Tower and took the FIB to the bridgehead where the entry control point was set up

inside. Here I saw the Group Manager (GM) in charge of the Bridgehead, Richard WELCH. He was with

Brian O'ICEEFE. I told them that I had the FIB. I told them that I was going up to the fourth (4th) floor to

draw a layout for the crews. I was not wearing a BA set at this point as I had just removed it. I said to

Richard and Brian that I had already been to the fourth (4th) and fifth (5th) floors and the fourth (4th) floor

was not smoke logged and I would be safe to enter the floor. Based on the information I had from just

being on the fourth (4th) floor I made a dynamic risk assessment and believed that I would not be on the

floor long enough for it to become dangerous. I explained this to Richard and Brian, Richard agreed that I

could go up there draw the plan and return to the bridgehead without my BA set and that Brian would go

with me to ensure my safety. We went straight up to the fourth (4th) floor and looked around the floor to

enable me to draw the plan. We then returned to the bridgehead and straight away I copied the plan from

the FIB onto the wall. I think I drew the plan onto two (2) of the walls, I believe the bridgehead was on

the third (3) floor at this point. I made sure that it was large enough for the crews to be able to see before

they were leaving the bridgehead and entering the stairwell. I have been shown a copy of a photograph
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taken inside Grenfell Tower which shows a plan that had been drawn on a wall. I recognise the writing as

mine and the plan as the one I drew on the wall. I produce the copy of this photograph as my exhibit

MS/03.

After drawing the plans onto the walls someone, I do not know the name of the person, came up to me

and took the FIB from me. They told me that the command unit needed it and they took it away. That was

the last time I saw the FIB.

It was starting to get busier with more and more fire fighters attending so I decided as a Crew Manager I

would station myself at the staging post which was at the first (1st) bridgehead. The staging post is where

BA crews were going before entering the floors of the building. As the BA crews came towards me I was

telling them to look at the plan and try to memorise the plan as best as they can. I was directing them to

focus on where there stairs were, the lifts and the dry riser mains. I continued to do this for some time

before the bridgehead then moved further down the floors.

Once the bridgehead had moved I also moved downstairs to the entry control point. This was the point

where the fire fighters were giving their tallies and the entry and exit of fire fighters were monitored.

Usually there is one (1) entry control point to a building which has one (1) board where the BA crews

give their tallies. This is called 'stage one (1)'. When there are more than twelve (12) BA wearers in

attendance, and the board is full, it becomes 'stage two (2)' and subsequent boards are used. When I

attended I noticed that there was at least four (4) boards being used. This indicated to me that there were a

large number of fire fighters already inside the building. The entry control point was being overseen by a

fire fighter, this role of the ECO - Entry Control Officer with so many fire fighters in attendance should

be conducted by a Crew Manager rather than a fire fighter. I said that I would take over that role. One (1)

of the fire fighters present told me that they still had two (2) tallies left, he believed that the firefighters to

whom the tallies belonged to, had left the building forgetting their tallies rather than that they were still

inside the building. I passed these on to Nick MYATT, a Station Manager however I never found out the

outcome of what happened to these two fire fighters.

I stayed at the entry control for some time, it was very busy there. I stayed with Watch Manager Louisa

DE SILVO and Watch Manager Brian O'KEEFE being responsible for the Entry control boards. Using

telemetry the entry control boards usually receives real time information from each fire fighters BA sets,

indication if they are safe, the amount of air they have remaining. The BA sets and the entry control board
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essentially talk to each other. This usually works effectively however on this occasion the system had

completely failed and we had no flow of information. I tried to use my radio to communicate with the BA

crews several times, however this also failed. Every time I tried to use the radio all I was getting was

feedback. I had no way of communicating to the BA crews in the building. I am not sure if there were too

many people trying to using the radio at the same time all on one (1) channel. Other than using fire

fighters tallies there was no way of knowing where they were. I was trying to speak to the fire fighters as

they were entering and exiting.

I stayed at the entry control point until around 04:30hrs. I don't remember at what point it was but we did

move the entry control from the third (3rd) floor to the ground floor. This was at the same time that the

bridgehead moved.

Throughout my time at the entry control point I heard a large number of fire survival guidance calls. The

volume of these calls was high until around 03:30hrs. Whilst being stationed there I saw a lot of people

leaving the tower, some were being walked out by fire fighters, some were being carried out and others

were walking out alone and unaided.

Throughout the early hours many of the fire fighters exiting were stopping and telling us that there was a

bariatric patient who was on the ninth (9th) floor stairwell blocking the way. We were all aware however

in the circumstances it was difficult to co-ordinate moving this person from the stairwell.

I am unsure of the time, however at some point someone had delivered a Positive Pressure Ventilation fan

to the building. This is a specialist piece of equipment which is meant to clear the smoke and create

ventilation. It was put into the glass atrium area on the ground floor. When it was switched on it did not

work how it is designed to and instead of ventilating the area it just filled the area with more smoke. I

recall seeing that one (1) of the large glass windows had been smashed. I don't know if that was to allow

the machine to work or whether due to the fan failing and filling the room with smoke someone decided

to smash the window to help clear the smoke.

I ended up leaving the tower at around 05:00am. I walked outside and could see that the entire building

was alight. I could see that there was continual rubble and parts of the burning building falling to the

ground. Some of the pieces of building was falling and damaging the hoses that were on the ground,

puncturing them. I was aware that the crews had been struggling with the poor water pressure throughout

the night. I do not think crews had water pressure past the twelfth (12th) floor. I went to find my crew
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from my appliance and ensure that they were ok. I stayed in the vicinity for a few more hours with my

crew until around 1100hrs then we left and returned to PADDIGTON Fire Station to make our notes.

Throughout my service as a fire fighter I have received continual firefighting training which includes

firefighting in different buildings such as a high rise buildings. Training that I have received includes

practical training and incident command exercises (ICE) which are virtual scenarios and are computer

based learning. I am considered 'competent' in my rank as a Crew Manager.

I know that on the night of the GRENFELL TOWER fire that the 'stay put' policy was in place.My

understanding of this policy is that in building such as GRENFELL TOWER residents should be able to

stay in their flats whilst the fire is put out.

I did not deal or speak to any of the residents or members of the public on the night of the fire. I did not

have to carry out any first aid and I was not injured myself.

Prior to the fire at GRENFELL TOWER I have had previous experience of fire fighting in a high rise

block of flats. In 2016 I was part of one of the crews who attended the shout to the fire in SHEPHERD'S

COURT tower block in SHEPHERD'S BUSH. This fire was started due to a faulty tumble dryer. The fire

was extinguished but the spread of the fire had been due to the UPVC windows. From that experience I

thought that GRENFELL TOWER fire would be similar. I never thought that it would spread the way that

it did so quickly. When I was there fire-fighting I never would have thought that the spread of the fire

could have been caused due to the cladding. It did not ever cross my mind. This is the biggest fire I have

ever come across in my career. I never expected to go to a fire of this magnitude in my career. I have seen

videos of fires like this abroad but I never thought it could happen in the UK.
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